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All questions are compulsory 

* The question paper consists of 25 questions  

* Section I comprises 10 one mark questions. 

* Section II comprises 5 one mark questions. 

* Section III comprises 5 two mark questions . 

* Section IV comprises 4 five mark question. 

* Section V comprise 1 five mark question 

   

MULTIPILE CHOICE QUESTIONS        (10) 

1. Which of the following is the master control program of a computer? 

a) Os b) Ms Word c) Ms Excel d) None of these 

2. Which of the following is popular operating system for mobile phone? 

a) Android b) Windows Mobile C) iOS   d) All of these 

3. We can work on more than one software in a….….. 
A) CUI   b) GUI   c) Both a and b   d) None of these 

4. The columns in an access table are also known as 

 a) Fields     b) records   c) Row d) values 

5. What is the maximum length of the short text data type? 

a) 100      b) 200      c) 225   d) 255 

6. You can enter data in the …………….view 

 a) Datasheet   b) lookup    c) Primary   d) Tables   d) view 

7. The………………..key field contains unique data for each record 

 a) Datasheet   b) lookup    c) Primary   d) Tables   d) view 

8. The………………….. object is used to display figures as well as text 
a)Draw Ellipse   b)Graphics Window  c)for…End for   c) one d)Pencolor 

9. The….. property is used to set the colour of the drawing pen 

Draw Ellipse   b)Graphics Window  c)for…End for   c) one d)Pencolor 
10. The default value of step is………………………… 

Draw Ellipse   b)Graphics Window  c)for…End for   c) one  d)Pencolor 

II. Assertion and Reasoning based questions                                1*5=5 

a) Both A and R are true R is the correct explanation for A 

b) Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation for A 

c) A is true but R is false 

d) A is false but R is true 
11. A: you can create a database either using a template or from scratch 

R: we can start with a blank desktop database 

12. A:You can delete field in three ways 

R: Select the delete row option in the context menu 

13. A: Repeat a block of statement a certain number of times 

R: Loop is used in an algorithm and in a flowchart. 



14. A: a flowchart should have only one start and one stop symbol 

R:the general direction of flow in a flowchart is from tp bottam or from left to 

right 

15. A:when a flowchart occupies more than one page  of the off page connector 

R: flowchart contained within one page are not joined by the on-page connector 

III Short questions                                                                                      5*2=10 

16. Name two popular operating system. 

17. Name the two types of user interface? 

18. What is database? 

19. What is primary key? 

20. How will you rename the filed? 

IV   Long questions                      5*4=20 

21. Explain the four properties of the graphics window object- Title, Height, width, 

backgroundcolor-in detail. 

22. What are the four font properties in Graphics Window? 

23. What are the various ways to delete a filed? 

24. Explain two functions of DBMS 

 What are the rule s for naming a field 

 V Case Study based question 
25. Draw a flowchart for a program which find the larger of the two numbers entered 

by the user?                                                     1*5=5               
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